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High “TEC” Accuracy.
In a lightweight bow.
AeroTec
Limbs

Fiberglass
Carbon
Foam
Carbon
Fiberglass

The AeroTec features a
lowered rest location relative to the grip pivot point.
This feature helps cancel
out any inconsistency in
hand pressure or placement for increased accuracy.

The new AeroTec features Hoyt’s patented
TEC design for a smooth, shock-free shooting experience. Its new, sleek design puts the
AeroTec nearly 8 ounces lighter than the
Axis riser, which allows for ideal balance
and a great feel. AeroTec also features an
adjustable limb pocket design that allows for
the traditional Hoyt détente limb system,
but dramatically reduces limb shift through
a new Hardlock détente pocket.
Available lengths:

25”

Mass weight:

2 lbs. 14 oz.

Riser style:

Deflex geometry,
micro-adjustable
pocket system,
international limb
fitting

Hoyt patented Total
Engineering Concept (TEC) is
a revolutionary bow design.
TEC engineering has produced the stiffest risers ever
and properly displaces riser
vibration during the shot to
control the after-shot shock.

The new ulra-light pocket of
the AeroTec incorporates
the popular dovetail limb
mounting system that has
been integrated with an
extremely reliable limb
adjustment system.

J.K. Yeon, 2001 FITA
World Champion, shooting
the Hoyt Axis.

Simon Fairweather, 2000
Olympic Gold Medalist, won
using his TEC designed bow.

www.hoytusa.com
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Editorial
Happy New Year, Anyway
W

e wish you a Happy New Year! Yes, it’s cold and bleak and you can’t
shoot out of doors. Ski-Archery is an option (see p. 10). If you’ve run
out of options, this months cover signifies our hope that Archery Focus magazine brightens what can be a dreary season for archers.

Here’s a photo of what makes us happy (below). Our JOAD (Junior Olympic
Archery Development) team. These kids are so much fun. They help us
remember the joy of launching an arrow. This year we want to offer more
articles on coaching, community, and kids. So if that’s what makes you
happy and you have some expertise to share, we want to hear from you.
Here’s another thing that makes us happy–our international readership.
This issue we start a series that highlights archery in different countries.
What’s archery like where you live? Tell us about it. We find the global
archery community an inspiration and an indication of what international
relations can be like when we share an interest.
Yeah, we know–what really makes you happy is a perfect shot, right there
in the x-ring where it should be. Allow us to introduce Akira Kasahara from
Japan, who has done meticulous research on the science of archery. We welcome back Vittorio Frangilli of Italy, who shows us the importance of arrow
selection, Rick McKinney of the U.S. gets into the details of nock and string,
and there’s much more, of course. We’ll do our best to bring you the expertise of archers who can get your arrows flying right and get that grin on your
face. And, if things don’t go exactly right, Cynthia Lovold’s new column on
archery etiquette will help you know the excrutiatingly correct thing to do.
So, c’mon, get happy. It’s 2002 and you’re an archer.

Editorial Submissions
Please submit editorial materials to:
Archery Focus magazine
PMB 395, 664-A Freeman Lane
Grass Valley, CA 95949-9630
Fax 530.477.8384
The views published within this publication are those of the contributing writers
and do not necessarily represent the opinion of Archery Focus magazine.
Pre-Press and Printing by Signature Press,
Inc. of Amherst Junction, WI.

Founding Publishers
Yoshi Komatsu
Rick McKinney
Denise Parker
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Rick McKinney

The Elite Archer

Nock, Nocking Point
and String Relationships
have the tendency to move their fingers during
the draw, thus moving the nocked arrow slightly. This is a cause of significant inconsistency.
However, if you keep the nock on really tight,
then the arrow doesn’t leave the string at the
moment in time it should. In this case you get a
poorly flying arrow.
One of the ways people have found to keep
ave you been shooting and the person next
to you loads an arrow and when they snap their nocks in place while drawing the string
their nock on the string it sounds like a cannon back is to have two nock sets (one above and one
going off? Obviously they have a tight string-to- below the nocking point). It is important to give
nock relationship. You would not want to be at the two nock sets enough distance to make sure
full draw ready to come through your clicker that the two nock sets do not pinch the nock
when they snap that nock on the string! As we while at full draw. Since the string angle is rather
have all read, it is wise to be able to slip the nock sharp this will give you inconsistency as well.
The top part of the nock
on with a very light snap
set will push on the top
fit. An easy way to check
inside throat of the nock
this is if you load your
while the bottom part of
bow and put the string
the nock set will push on
horizontal to the ground,
the bottom back side of
the nocked arrow should
the nock. Give the two
stay on the string and if
nock sets around an extra
you tap the string just a
1
little bit, the arrow should
⁄8th inch gap so that they
fall to the ground.
will both lightly touch the
However, that does not
nock at full draw.
always work for some
Do you really need
archers. The above test
two nock sets? Most peoand nock fit is the norm,
ple do. An easy way to
but not a requirement.
find out is to put on the
The main reason to
other nock set and see if
have the nock fit slightly
your arrows impact in the
snug on the string is to
same location. If they do,
keep it in place while at
it is probably not necesfull draw. Many people One or two nocking point indicators?
sary for you to use two. If
How tight should your nock snap on the string?
Should you use two nocking points or just one?
What material should you use for your serving and
nocking points? Although these items may seem
trivial, they can give you a lot of extra points if you
follow various rules.

H
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0.088˝ or 0.098˝
–1 or –2

your arrows impact low when you add
the extra nocking point, it means that
the nock was slipping down while at full
draw when you were using just one. So
keep two nocking points on!
The serving of the string material is
important as well. Most recurve archers
do not use monofilament and rightly so.
Not only is it very hard on the fingers, it
is very slippery, thus causing archers to
“dry fire” their bows if the nock and string serving relationship is not just right. Many of the new braided plastic materials used today are fine (e.g. Spectra). These
materials come in many different thicknesses and
smoothnesses. Find one that fits your nocks properly and
that feels comfortable on your fingers.
Serving thickness is determined by the number and
thickness of the strands of the string material you use and
the material of the serving itself. Most people use Spectra
material or something similar (Fast Flight, Dyneema,
etc.). It is important to use enough strands in your string
so that it does not elongate or stretch. This takes a little

up“ upon release causing them to miss
the target high. Just remember that the
main reason that the arrow jumps up
when shot is that you are dropping your
elbow while coming through the clicker,
thus forcing the arrow up without realizing it. (Yes, the middle finger is pressing
the nock up, thus the miss. When the
clicker clicks, there is no more restraint
on the arrow and it will jump up.)
Other archers curl their fingers while coming
through the clicker causing the arrow to fall off the rest
and land a bit short of the target. This is due to excessive
finger tension. If you are curling your fingers to get
through the clicker and the clicker clicks, there is no
more restraint, thus the miss low and usually left (if you
are right handed). Tests run in the 1980s proved that the
better the archer, the more relaxed their draw forearms
were. Since your forearm holds all of the muscles that
work your fingers (fingers are made up of lots of tendons,
bone and fat), those tests showed that the relaxed forearm was more consistent and probably a better method
to develop the consistency needed for high scores.

Tests run in the 1980s
proved that the better the
archer, the more relaxed
their draw forearms were.

T

he bottom line is that you need to be consistent with
your finger tension, get the right fit between the
string and nock, use the proper number of nocking point
indicators, get the right number of strands in your string
and practice for consistency.
The more you know about your equipment, the
more comfortable you will be knowing it is right! Good
shooting.

bit of testing to find just the right number of strands.
Once you have determined the right number of strands,
then you can determine the thickness of serving to use. I
know that it takes a little time to experiment with this,
but once you determine the correct number of strands
and the right serving thickness, you will not have to do
another test for a very long time. It is well worth the time
you spend on this now so that you have exactly what you
need.
Generally nocks come in two throat thicknesses. The
first is close to 0.088˝ and the second is 0.098˝. Beiter
uses the terminology of –1 or –2. The 1 being small
throat and the 2 being the larger throat. Most young and
smaller archers will probably use the smaller throat due
to the string thickness. Again, experiment with this relationship so you can find the best setup.

Rick McKinney is known as one of the world’s greatest champions. He was born in Muncie, Indiana where his father was a professional archer and managed a pro shop there. His mother and
brothers were also archers. Rick won the 1977, 1983, and 1985
World Championships. He won the US
national Target Championships nine
times, Field Championships six times,
Indoor Championships three times and
Collegiate national Championships seven
times. He has two Olympic Silver medals,
1984 (Individual) and 1988 (Team).
His best score is 1352. Rick is currently
President of Carbon Tech, a manufacturer of arrows, in Sacramento, California.

A

nother concern in this area is the relationship
between the nock and string fingers. Many archers
“pinch” the nock. This may cause the arrow to “jump
a r c h e r y
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Compound Tech 300

Akira Kasahara

EMG Analysis of the
Compound Bow Shot
The type of archery predominant worldwide is that
of the Compound Bow (FITA style CP) and the
number of CP archers has grown to several million
in the United States. However, compared to the
Recurve Bow (FITA style RC), the CP has not been
analyzed very scientifically.

I

n a rare report, Larry Wise, using himself as the
subject, conducted an EMG (electromyogram)
analysis of the CP by attaching electrodes to his
body and measuring muscle activity (AFm Vol. 4,
No. 6, p. 12-13). According to his report, when he
begins to draw the bow, the muscles on the draw
side, namely the deltoid (shoulder muscle), the
intraspinatus (muscle covering from the scapula
to the humerus), and the trapezius (muscle
between the scapulas) increase in activity. The
activity reaches its peak at the peak draw weight.
Upon entering the “let-off,” the
Fig. 1
activity drops in the deltoid and
intraspinatus while that in the
trapezius increases. While the archer
is aiming at the target, the trapezius
maintains high activity. After
release, all the muscles decline in
activity.
In his research Wise used a
release aid of the back tension type.
If he had used a trigger-type release
aid, he might have had different
results. In Japan a large majority of
archers use the trigger type. Thus,
the author decided to conduct an
EMG measurement targeting users
of the trigger-type release aid. The
subjects consisted of several
Japanese archers and an archer we
will call Subject C. Subject C holds
a r c h e r y
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a very successful record in world archery tournaments. The author compared those findings with
data obtained at a NAA-sponsored training camp
this year.
Because of their frequent use in archery, we
measured the middle and posterior fibers of the
deltoid, the intraspinatus and the lower fibers of
the trapezius muscles. Figs. 1, 2, and 3 show individual muscular sites (from Archery Anatomy by
Axford, Souvenir Press. pp. 31-35, 1995). The middle deltoid fibers raise the humerus horizontally
from the side. The posterior deltoid and the
intraspinatus move the upper arm backwards and
turn the shoulder joint to the rear. The mid
trapezius fibers pull back the scapula while the
lower fibers push it down. Since past data shows
that the middle and lower fibers of the trapezius
often work together, the author measured the

f o c u s

Fig. 2

Fig. 3

lower fibers only.
Figure 4 shows the muscle activity of Subject C’s middle deltoid. The “Draw” in the figure denotes the beginning of drawing the bow, the “Aim” the beginning of aiming at the target and “Release” the time of releasing the
arrow. After drawing the bow, the moment the peak
weight is reached, the muscle activity rises temporarily.
However, at “let-off,” the deltoid activity decreases. If the
muscle activity at rest is assumed to be 100%, the muscle
activity at aiming is 112% on average. Subject C releases
the arrow while maintaining that condition.
reflex occurred to prevent a tear when the relaxed muscle
suddenly expanded due to the release.
Compared to RC archers, the “silent period” time is
short when muscle activity temporarily disappears immediately before release. This is believed to be related to the
consciousness level of the archer at release. RC archers voluntarily release to some degree after the clicker sounds. In
contrast, CP archers retain back tension until the trigger is
pressed by the finger, and then it is released involuntarily.
A “punched shot” is not desirable. If the trigger is
pressed voluntarily or the muscle is loose after a punched
shot is done, the silent period tends to become long. Thus,
the author can confirm that the release of Subject C,
whose the silent period time is short, is done involuntarily as he himself reports.
Figure 7 shows the muscle activity of Subject C’s lower
trapezius muscle. After starting to draw, the activity rises at
peak draw weight and drops at “let-off.” It increases again
and slightly decreases just before the release. Compared to
the time at rest, the mean activity rate is 216%.

N

ext, let us examine the muscle activity of the Japanese
archers. Figure 5 shows the middle deltoid activity of
‘Subject A’ who has won the All Japan Championship. The
muscle activity rises at its peak draw weight, drops at “letoff,” and rises again. After starting to aim, the activity
gradually declines before the release. The mean activity
rate is 331% to that at rest.

Figure 6 shows the muscle activity of ‘Subject B’ who
competed in consecutive All Japan Championship tournaments. The activity rises gradually after the beginning of
aiming. The mean activity rate is 142%. The common
point between the two Japanese archers is that the deltoid
muscle activity is high in spite of the difference in time—
from the start of aiming and just before the releasing.
Meanwhile, the deltoid muscle of Subject C is considered
to be relaxed.
Sudden activity was observed immediately after the
release in not only the deltoid but also the trapezius muscle. This may be attributed to the fact that the stretch

The decrease in muscle activity before the release is a
fascinating trend. A similar trend was observed in Subject
A as well. First, the trapezius contracted and, by reaction,
it expanded, and taking advantage of that power, it was
fully drawn. However, since this trend was not observed in
every case, further study is necessary. Similarly, Subject A
showed a high muscle activity (see Figure 8). Compared to
the time at rest, the mean activity rate is 310%. The activity of Subject B also gradually increased after the beginContinued on Next Page
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T

he author participated in a NAA training camp in
June 2001. In the camp one coach instructed the
author to relax the shoulder at back tension and to move
in the scapula on the draw hand side in the lower diagonal
direction towards the spine. This technique has been
pointed out by a number of American archers. The author
was also instructed by another coach to slide the finger
that holds the release aid. From the above, the mechanism
of motions at the time of pressing the trigger can be summarized as follows: relax your whole body and quickly
start drawing. Fast drawing will prevent tension in the
shoulder or wrist. After lightly placing a thumb on the
trigger, move in the scapula. The force of the full draw by
the back tension is efficiently transmitted to the finger
holding the release aid via the relaxed shoulder joint. The
finger is pulled due to the back tension and begins to slide
slightly. As a result, the movement of the sliding thumb
triggers the release.
To acquire this technique, one coach recommended
the author do a repetitive exercise of relaxing the shoulder
joint without holding the bow, move the scapula to the
spine side and relaxing it again. This exercise was very
effective for such a beginner as the author.
The relaxation of the deltoid muscle is effective in that
the archer can be aware of other points in his body without being overly conscious about relaxing the shoulder.
For example, quick draw, relaxed draw, draw as if moving
the scapulas towards each other. If the archer is too selfconscious about relaxing the shoulder, the tension at the
shoulder joint can increase when the archer’s attention
shifts to aiming.
To create back tension, it is more effective to use passive
muscle power that can spontaneously allow the trapezius to
contract (depending on the bow’s draw weight). One archer
told the author that while aiming at the target, the archer
should be waiting patiently yet leisurely until the trigger is
pressed. That is the benefit of passive muscle power. With
passive muscle power, archers can feel relaxed without feeling too much exertion. The muscles alone can achieve the
necessary force, thus often displaying great power.

ning of aiming. Compared to the time at rest, the mean
activity rate is 135% (see Figure 9). Therefore, the trapezius muscle has a common and relatively strong activity.

T

o summarize the above findings, both deltoid and
trapezius muscles tend to contract in Japanese archers.
In contrast, Subject C full draws with his deltoid muscle
relaxed and trapezius muscle contracted. To efficiently
achieve back tension, it is necessary to relax the joints of
the shoulders, elbows, and wrists while at the same time
keeping the trapezius contracted. Tension in those other
areas can cause the blocking of the transmission path of
the back tension from the trapezius to the trigger thus
pulling the arm. In the case of Subject C, because the deltoid muscle is relaxed, the force from the trapezius contraction is transferred to the trigger efficiently. As a result,
it takes only about four seconds of aiming before the
release.
Among Japanese archers there was one archer whose
muscle activity resembled that of Subject C. That archer
holds successful records in domestic archery tournaments.
Without question he is one of the best archers in Japan.
And this person is totally different from Subject C in
terms of the type of release aid used as well as in form.
Thus, regardless of the release aid or form, the contraction
of the trapezius with the deltoid in a relaxed state is one
indispensable technique to excel in archery. This technique also reflects the consistent instruction by the
National Archery Association (NAA) of the U. S.

The author hopes to continue his efforts in measuring and
analyzing data on CP archers in the future.

Akira Kasahara is a 33

year old instructor of physical education at Sakushin
Uni-versity, UtsunomiyaCity, Japan. His research areas are mental
training and psychophysical studies of archers.
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Eric Quilter

Recurve Tech 200

Archery Biathlon
A fresh blanket of snow on Utah’s Wasatch range brings a
smile to my face. Within a few weeks I’ll be able to ply the
mountain trails on skis instead of a mountain bike, with
my recurve bow on my back. I was introduced to Archery
Biathlon, also known as Ski Archery, a few years ago at the
Utah Winter Games. Like most skiers in the United States,
I didn’t even know the sport existed, despite my frequent
participation in cross-country ski racing. And lacking any
hunting background, I’d never shot a bow or rifle. But after
that first race I knew I’d stumbled on one of the sporting
world’s great athletic challenges.

A

rchery biathlon is not exactly prime time entertainment in the United States or Canada. In fact,
while a good percentage of the non-skiing population
knows about the massive “Birkie” race held each year in
Wisconsin, few realize that our premier cross country
ski race is the namesake of birch-clad Norwegian
archers that raced across the snow on skis to save their
prince in the year 1206. But even in a country where
hunting with a bow is the obsession of millions, combining that skill with a ski race always gets a “huh?”
In Europe, however, all things Nordic dominate
the winter sports scene. You can watch rifle biathlon or
K120 jumping twenty-four
hours a day on television.
Given their natural compulsion to find the roots of their
sports, it’s no surprise that a
group of Italians in the late
1980’s resurrected a discipline that spawned the
modern rifle biathlon.
Archery biathlon, ski-arc,
competitions soon sprang
up all over Europe, with
rifles and bullets replaced
with bows and arrows. The
sport is expanding rapidly
for two reasons. First, strict
a r c h e r y
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weapons laws are making it increasingly difficult to get
involved in rifle biathlon. Second, athletes shooting
bows offer spectators and television cameras more visible movement and drama that those shooting rifles.
The reintroduction of archery to ski biathlon has
taken a while to figure out and is a homecoming of
sorts. After all, the rifle proved its military superiority
hundreds of years ago, making skiing with a bow and
arrow a lost art. Fortunately, FITA, the Olympic governing body for archery, stepped in and mentored the
archery aspect of the sport during the past decade. Last
year, FITA passed the oversight mantle to the
International Biathlon Union (IBU), signaling a formal
acceptance of the discipline into mainstream Nordic
racing and paving the way for future Olympic status.
The current state of the sport requires the athlete
to carry both bow and arrows on their back with either
a harness or special pack while skiing three to five kilometer (two to three mile) loops. Olympic recurve bows
are used in official competitions, with a 35 lb draw maximum and 212⁄ inch maximum length for stabilizers,
sights, etc. In the range, athletes shoot from standing
and kneeling positions at four “knock-down” targets
about six inches in diameter at a distance of 18 meters
(about 59 feet). Racers ski the
course and visit the shooting
range three to four times,
shooting ends of four arrows.
Missed shots result in a oneminute time penalty or a
300-meter penalty lap. Poor
shooting can definitely cost a
competitor the race.
The archery component of the sport presents
unique challenges. The greatest of these is shooting with a
highly elevated heart rate and
all the things that go with it.
Anyone who’s run a few

f o c u s

Hint–plastic and simple work, leather
and moving parts don’t!
Getting involved with Archery
Biathlon does not require you to go out
and purchase all new gear or achieve an
amazing level of cardiovascular fitness.
Any club can put on an event that is fun
for athletes of all abilities. In Utah, we
have developed a “recreational” race format that is a great way to enjoy shooting
and cross-country skiing. In the recreational races, shooters can use compound or recurve bows. The bows and
arrows are left on racks and quiver tubes at the shooting range.
This eliminates the need for a special pack or harness and allows
newcomers to focus on their skiing without the fear of falling and
being impaled by their shooting gear.
Instead of the knock-down targets used for international
competitions, we use a JOAD FITA face and shoot at 10 to 15
meters. Points are accumulated separately for skiing times and
shooting and then merged to determine the winners. Most
importantly, the laps are shortened to approximately two kilometers. This style of race has proven successful as an introduction
to the sport. A kid’s race is also great fun. Shorten the skiing loop
to 100 to 150 meters and move the targets up a bit to make sure
that even first-timers taste the success of hitting the target. If you
live in an area with cross-country skiing access, there will probably be a local Nordic-skiing club that you can team up with to
host an event. If you live in an area that doesn’t have snow, you
can organize an Archery Biathlon with running or roller-skiing.
Archery Biathlon is a great way to enjoy being outside, summer or winter. It improves your fitness level and your shooting,
which deepens the fun and satisfaction of archery. You can get
more information about this great sport at www.archerybiathlon.org.

miles knows that suddenly trying to be
still after heavy exercise is virtually impossible. Your arms and legs may stop moving, but it takes several minutes for your
cardiovascular system to get the message.
Biathletes would love to find a way to
disconnect their heaving chest from the
rest of their body upon arrival at the
shooting range.
The chemistry of your blood also
changes during prolonged physical
effort. The wonderful “fight or flight”
chemicals that improve performance in a
ski race work against the calm, Zen-like state of concentration
desired for accurate shooting. Simple tasks like pulling an arrow
from your quiver and knocking it feel shaky and awkward. A
smooth release is even more difficult, especially with the added
pressure to get all four shots off as quickly as possible. Some of the
world’s best biathletes are able to remove their ski poles, get off
four accurate shots, and be back skiing in less than 40 seconds!
Other challenges to good shooting are the winter environment and equipment. I shot my very first arrows at an indoor
range wearing a teeshirt and sipping a Diet Coke. I had enough
foresight to practice shooting wearing gloves. In my first race I
was introduced to shooting in the wind, snow and cold. By the
time I reached the range my gloves and leather tab were covered
in ice. And I had no idea the wind could make my arm wave
around like drunk. Needless to say, my first arrow didn’t even hit
the target mat! (Every spring we find a couple dozen arrows
behind the range.) Since that first race, I’ve been on an quest for
a shooting setup that gets the job done in all sorts of weather.

Eric Quilter (kneel-

ing) lives in Park City,
Utah, with his wife
and four young sons.
Eric has been active in
alpine and nordic ski
racing for most of his
life and was introduced to archery biathlon two years ago at the
Utah Winter Games.
He traveled to Poland last winter as a member of the U.S.
National Team for the 3rd World Ski Archery Championships.
Eric would love to see winter and summer archery biathlon events
become as popular in the U.S. as they are in Europe.
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Annette M. Musta



Fitness 
Q

During the Nationals last year, I noticed
I was very tired, I had no energy and my
arms and legs felt like lead. What was happening? Is there anything I can do about it?

Archery Fitness



The U. S. National Chapionships at
Canton, Michigan this last summer featured some of the most difficult weather to shoot
in. The temperatures were extremely high – in
the mid -90’s – with nearly 100% humidity raising the temperature index above 100 degrees
during much of the week. The effects of high
heat and humidity on the body can be very dangerous and at times lethal. It is imperative to
monitor your hydration levels when shooting in
high heat situations. Dehydration is a major factor in serious heat related illnesses. All archers
should continually be drinking water under
these conditions. If you are thirsty, you are
already behind the hydration curve. In these
conditions, it is also important to monitor your
food intake. A steady intake of proteins, carbohydrates, and fat are important to maintaining
your health. Sitting in the shade, placing cool
towels around your neck, wearing light colored
clothing, and minimize your clothing will all
help in keeping your body temperatures down as
will eating cool foods and drinking cool water.
Avoid caffeine and carbonated beverages.
The other factor affecting archers in high
heat situations is physical conditioning. A well
conditioned athlete will withstand the affects of
the heat better than will out-of-shape archers. Of
particular importance is cardiovascular conditioning. A cardio program increases the efficiency of the cardiovascular system. A well rounded
cardio program will lower the base heart rate of
the archer while increasing the stroke volume of
each heart beat. In other words, the heart will
not work as hard to pump blood through the
body. In addition, the lung gas exchange efficiency increases. This allows the cardiovascular
a r c h e r y
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system to work more efficiently under high stress
and high heat situations.
Prior to starting a cardiovascular training program, you must get a thorough physical examination from a qualified doctor. Once cleared for
cardiovascular conditioning, you should start a
program with 20-30 minutes of cardiovascular
exercise in your target heart rate zone 4-5 times
a week. I have written extensively about cardio
conditioning, please refer to any of my previous
articles for more information.

Q

I have had a pain in my shoulder for
about six months. It started only occasionally but now it is constant. Sometime it
hurts so much I can not shoot. It has been
keeping me awake at night too. What is causing this? What should I do?



Pain is never normal. Pain that increases in severity or pain that wakes you up
at night must be explored by a qualified medical
professional. Pain lasting for more than six weeks
should also be explored by a medical professional.
Shoulder problems in archers are common.
Two frequent complaints are shoulder impingement syndrome. This occurs when soft tissue in
the shoulder becomes pinched between hard tissue. A second common ailment is a rotator cuff
injury. The rotator cuff consists of four muscles–
supraspinatus, infraspinatus, teres minor, subscapularis. These muscles stabilize the shoulder
joint. The tendons attaching these muscles to the
bone structure can be torn, rubbed, and
inflamed. Inflammation causes pain. A qualified
medical professional can diagnose the cause of
the injury and recommend rest, therapy, or surgery. If you try to “muscle” through the pain, you
risk permanent, irreversible injury.
Once the cause of the pain has been diagnosed,
physical therapy can help to strengthen and stabilize the joint. When the archer has been cleared

f o c u s

slow pace for a short period of time (10-20 minutes).
Avoid inclines and rough terrain. As your limitations
allow, increase the length of time to 20-30 minutes or
increase the pace.
Do not neglect your stretching regime. Gentle
stretching may be an allowed activity by your physician.
Yoga is a wonderful way to stretch, strength train, and
clear the mind of stress.
Remember, your body needs to rest in order to recover. If your doctor insists on little or no activity, you must
comply. If you really feel you can begin or resume your
conditioning program, adhere to all of the guidelines set
by your medical professional. Once your body has healed,
you can begin rebuilding your conditioning. A final
important note: exercise helps with your mental recovery
as well. Discuss your needs with your doctor and then follow the guidelines and restrictions, And get well soon!

for “normal activities,” a complete rotator cuff strength
program should be performed. A previous article provided the details of a complete rotator cuff program for the
archer along with an in depth discussion of the rotator
cuff. Please refer to this article for more information.

Q

I recently had abdominal surgery and my doctor
restricted my activity level. How can I maintain
my conditioning?



First, you must clarify the limitations on your
activity level with your doctor. Are there specific activities you must avoid? Are there any activities
which are allowed? For what length of time must you
restrict your activities?
Once you have these answers, you can devise a conditioning program around your limitations. If you are
cleared for strength training exercises, reduce the amount
of weight (to 1-3 pounds), the number of repetitions (to
5-8), and the number of sets (to 1-2). Slowly build up the
number of reps and the number of sets while maintaining
the decreased weight. This will provide a “maintenance”
program for your strength conditioning. As your restrictions decrease, begin increasing the weight. If you experience pain, discontinue your program and contact your
doctor.
If you are allowed to participate in a cardiovascular
program, start slow. A walking program is ideal. Start at a

Annette Musta is a certified personal
trainer who owns and operates her own
business, ARH Sports and Fitness in
Pensylvania. She has been shooting for
24 years, but not seriously (she says)
until the last five years. She has been a
professional ballet dancer (which is why
she is known around the ARCO
Training Center as “the dancer”) and is
currently a licensed pilot. She is the founder and Executive
Director of the Pass the Torch Foundation, which matches school
age children with athletes training for international competition.
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Vittorio Frangilli

Recurve Tech 300

Arrow Selection
In this article we will talk about arrows and their
selection. We will define a procedure that will extract
the “best” from a certain number of arrows or, to be
more precise, to choose those that group together. It is,
however, inevitable that reference must be made to
actual products and their specific characteristics. This
article is not intended to be in any way a guide that
tells you which brand or type of arrows are better than
others. We will discuss only aluminium, aluminium/carbon, and all carbon arrows destined for indoor
target, outdoor target, and field archery under the
FITA umbrella.

B

efore entering into the discussion, let’s consider
some preliminary questions regarding arrow
selection.
Why do we need to select our arrows?
Obviously, this is because an arrow is made up of a
number of different elements, each of which have
their own manufacturing tolerances. These tolerances, added together in a random way, can result
in quite big flight differences even though the
arrows originate from the same series.
Does everyone have to select their arrows?
Certainly not. When the average error in your technique is greater than the error generated due to the
production tolerances of the arrow, it is worthless
trying the selection procedure to be described.
At what level do I need to reach in order to benefit from this selection?
It is not possible to generalise but a FITA score of
at least 1200 points for a recurve bow or 1300
points for a compound bow is a reasonable indication.
Are there arrows that require selection more than
others?
Yes. Statistically some types of arrows have better
built in tolerances than others. Please refer to the
manufacturer’s official arrow technical bulletins to
a r c h e r y
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identify these.
Assembling a Set of Better Arrows
Let’s start by saying that the necessity to select your
arrows decreases in function to the precision of
their assembly and in the use of a well-matched
series of components. The better producers of
arrows and their accessories usually guarantee that
the shafts (or points, nocks, etc.) contained in the
same packet of twelve originate from the same production batch. They have, in theory, tolerances
smaller than those guaranteed for the individual
components.
A packet of twelve points or their inserts from
Easton specifies the production batch number on
the packet itself. In the absence of an adequate
measuring instrument (a balance precise to a few
grains), it is good practice to use points which
come from the same batch for a series of arrows,

Photo 1 Michele Frangilli in preparation for the Sydney
Olympic games shot 48 total shafts from 4 ACE tubes. The
bare shafts have been shot one time only at 70 m. As you can
see some arrows have hit the target in a position too different
from the main group to be selected and three arrows (down
right) are clearly totally different from the others and have simply to be discarded.

f o c u s

to your old one.
irrespective of how many arrows
If we consider aluminum
there are. Rather than buying twelve
arrows, the principle parameters are
points for twelve arrows, buy twentheir weight and straightness.
ty-four at the same time (paying
Different batches of shafts can have
attention that they originate from
significantly diverse weights and the
the same batch). In this way, you
tolerances in their straightness are,
can relax when any future repairs
in some cases, particularly vast.
are necessary. Two batches of points
Always consult the data furnished
with different codes could have a
by the manufacturer. And, as stated
weight variation up to three grains,
a value which is more than suffi- Photo 2 Michele Frangilli and the lateral spread of the earlier, never mix old and new
arrows without first checking them.
cient to produce different behav- 48 shafts.
iours from the same arrow.
As for nocks, the German company Beiter guarantees Selection of the Arrow Components
that each nock is produced from the same single mould. As already described above, construction of an excellent
They are, therefore, all theoretically identical. (Warning This arrow starts by grouping the individual components by their
is true only if they come from the same batch as the density similar characteristics and assembling the arrow to maintain
of the material used can vary from one batch to another.) this equilibrium. Obviously, the optimal situation is found
This approach is different from that used by Easton who by the correct selection of these individual components.
For the selection of arrow points, it is essential to use a
uses moulds with more than one stamp. However, each
packet of nocks originate from the same stamp and its iden- scale with a resolution of at least ten grains (i.e. the type used
tification number is printed on the packet itself. The manu- to load shotgun cartridges). The points and the inserts
facturers advise that the products of different stamps should should be weighed and classified in groups that are within
not be mixed. It is therefore ridiculous to mix new nocks of one grain of each other. Only use points that originate from
an unknown origin with used nocks, also considering that the same group and take care in the final assembly to match
used nocks, being made from plastic materials, acquire dif- the weight categories of the points and inserts (if used).
The inner surface of each shaft must be completely
ferent tolerances from their use (due to normal wear).
cleaned (with alcohol or trichloroethylene for aluminium,
rrow shafts present a higher order of problem. For alcohol only for carbon). Following this, the shafts should be
example, in the case of Easton’s Aluminium/Carbon weighed and grouped by weight. In addition to this, aluACE shafts, the producer classifies the same shaft into a minium shafts must be checked for straightness. The classic
number of weight categories; defined by the famous “C” “arrow straightener” with a dial gauge is ideal for this. A
printed on the shaft. The nominal weight of the shaft at its good shaft should not be out-of-line by more than one hunfull length is guaranteed to be within 3 grains for each “C” dredth of a millimeter (0.0004˝) along its total length.
category. However, a tube of twelve new arrows of the same Unfortunately, for shafts in carbon or aluminum/carbon,
“C” series have a guaranteed shaft weight within ± 0.5 grains there is only one real way of selecting the shafts other than
at their full length. All this means is that two tubes can con- by weight. It is possible to measure its static spine over its
tain different “C” category shafts but they may have the circumference. However, this requires a dedicated instrusame weight. The actual shafts sold come in categories from ment which is not normally available to common mortals.
C1 to C7, the lightest to the heaviest. This means that there
could be a weight difference of 18 grains (± 0.5 grains) Selecting New Arrows, Basic Principles
between two shafts of the same spine. An obvious precau- (Carbon or Aluminum/Carbon)
tion is never to mix arrows from different “C” categories. In Let us suppose that we have succeeded in obtaining 12, 24,
addition, remember that two series of the same “C” could or more good shafts, all carefully assembled according to the
procedure described above. How do we now select the best
have a maximum weight difference of seven grains!
Unless the characteristics of a new arrow are verified, arrows from this group, the one that will be used for the
shooting it together with your old ones will be a gamble famous third tie-break where the distance from the X is
even though they come from the same “C” categories. In measured?
Let’s look at the different situations:
order to prevent market problems, Easton had the practice
of distributing certain “C” categories to specific regions of 1. The bow is already tuned with theoretically identical arrows.
the world. In Italy categories C3 and C4 could be found, in The selection is made by repeatedly shooting the unfletched
the USA C5 and C6, in Asia C1 and C2, and so on. But the arrows at a distance which is in line with your capabilities,
situation has now changed. Today you can find all the cate- between 30m and 70m.
gories in which ever part of the world you are. This can cre- 2. The bow must be tuned for the new arrows.Fletch at least
ate a problem when you need to add a new series of arrows
Continued on the Next Page
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Continued from the Previous Page

enclosed by this area. These arrows will become your competition set. Identify the two arrows closest to the geometric
centre of the area as these will be the “official” bare shafts for
this competition set.
The remaining individual arrow areas might be either
scattered around the target or located in smaller groups. In
the former case, these arrows can be used for training. In the
later case, the arrows can become another (but distinct)
competition set providing that there are a sufficient number
of them. These various set of arrows should not be mixed.

six new arrows and perform the bow tuning using a minimum of two bare shafts as a reference (which should produce the same results). Once the tuning has been completed, remove the vanes and proceed as Situation 1 above.
Selecting New Arrows, Detailed Description
(Carbon or Aluminium/Carbon)
The arrows, all unfletched, must be numbered to allow for
their easy identification. Place a new target on the butt and
shoot all the arrows. Before shooting each arrow, make a
mental note of its number. If the proceeding shot was not
performed to perfection, record the number of the relevant
arrow so that it can be identified on the target. When all the
arrows have been shot, mark their position on the target by
ringing the corresponding hole and labelling it with the
number of the arrow. Any badly shot arrows should be
excluded. Repeat the sequence a minimum of three or four
times for each arrow (if you are very consistent in your
shooting or are short of time, one or two times may be sufficient). If arrows are shot more than one time, slightly
rotate their nock before each shot.
Once this has been completed, draw outlines around
the impact points of each individual arrow using the best
two of three or three of four arrows. If the resulting areas are
small, then the arrows were clearly shot with a certain consistency. If this is not the case, the corresponding arrow must
be subjected to a further control shot.
Following this, draw an outline around the individual
arrow impact areas, enclosing in the smallest region the
largest number of arrows. The area must make allowances
for possible horizontal or vertical displacement which could
have been caused by changes in the light or wind conditions. Under these conditions, instead of a perfect circle, the
area is similar to an eclipse. Make a note of the arrows

Selecting New Arrows, Basic Principles (Aluminum)
As in the case of carbon or aluminum/carbon arrows, there
exist two different situations:
1. The bow is already tuned with theoretically identical arrows.
The selection is made by repeatedly shooting the unfletched
arrows at a distance of 18m at multiple targets (those with
rings out to the six), one arrow at each target.
2. The bow must be tuned for the new arrows. Fletch at least
six arrows and perform the bow tuning using a minimum of
two bare shafts as a reference (which should produce the
same results). All the arrows should hit as close as possible to
the center of the target. Once the tuning has been completed, remove the vanes and proceed as in Situation 1, just
above.
Selecting New Arrows, Detailed Description
(Aluminium)
Position a number of 40cm triple faces at a distance of 18m.
Generally, a total of twelve single faces should serve the purpose. The unfletched arrows must be numbered to allow
each to be recognised. A series of twelve arrows should be
shot (or a quantity you feel comfortable with), one arrow at
each target. The arrows should be mixed and its number

Rick McKinney’s Book

“The Simple Art of Winning“
Rick McKinney has won numerous competitions during his 30+
year career, including the ‘77, ‘83, and ‘85 World Championships.
He has put the essence of archery in this book with many photos
and illustrations. If you are frustrated, tired of chasing perfect
shooting form, or cannot break your old high score, you need to
read this book! US $24.95
The $24.95 fee includes postage within the United States. All international orders must
include an extra $5.00 shipping fee.

Archery Focus magazine
PMB 395, 664-A Freeman Lane, Grass Valley, CA 95949-9630, phone 800.671.1140 fax 530.477.8384
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which produce the highest total
should not be checked before the
scores.
shot. Create a table containing
the arrow’s number and record
Finally, Maintenance
the results of the series. The
Constant and correct maintearrows should be re-mixed and
nance remains the key to getting
the procedure repeated. This
the best out of your arrows. The
should continue until each arrow
points and inserts (if used) must
has been shot at least five times.
be completely glued to the shaft.
Obviously, near the end of the
If the arrow vibrates when lightly
series, the number of the arrow
must be checked in order that Photo 3 The triangle in the middle labeled with an “S” dropped onto a semi-hard sureach arrow is shot the same num- shows the three shafts that have been identified as “reference face, then the point and insert
ber of times. If any arrow is shot bare shafts” of the main group, to be used later for their tun- must be completely re-glued. The
The shafts in the area marked with “R” have been idennocks must be replaced regularly
more that the others, the excess ing.
tified as shafts to be re-shot to verify their impact position.
and must always be checked for
shots must be discounted. Add The shafts in the main group number 28 out of 48 total.
any cracks that could result in
up the points achieved by each
arrow. This will create a sort of “quality” index for the shafts. sudden and dangerous breakage. Vanes made of a synthetic
Those arrows with the highest total scores will automatical- material should always have a smooth surface and have the
ly become the competition set. The two shafts with the same shape as the original without any folds, deformations,
highest points total will be the “official” bare shafts of this or tears. The fixing tape of the vanes must be snug against
the shaft and shouldn’t have any raised edges. Natural vanes
set.
must be complete and the shape of each must be identical.
The shafts must be kept perfectly clean by periodical cleanNew and Old Arrows and How To Combine Them
The most drastic but correct method for adding new arrows ing with alcohol (don’t use trichloroethylene or other solto an old set is to first replace all the points and nocks of the vents on plastic materials). A fragment from a straw or synold arrows. These new points and nocks should originate thetic butt which is left on the arrow can be sufficient to
from the same series as those used in the new arrows. All the guarantee the unreliability of the shot.
old arrows should be defletched and the previously
described selection procedure repeated on the whole set
our arrows are the most important part of your equip(new and old). Arrows which may have been previously disment. Have a care for them!
carded in an earlier selection may be included in this group.
It could be that some of these arrows may group together Vittorio Frangilli
with newly purchased arrows to form a new set.
Translated into English by David Mark Baron
A simpler and quicker method, although less accurate,
is to check the bare-shaft of the old set with the unfletched
new arrows. Select those new shafts which repeatedly group
close to the old bare-shaft. These new arrows can be used
with the corresponding old series of arrows with reasonable
confidence. If no grouping is observed, there is no alterna- Vittorio Frangilli shot an 1100 in a FITA
tive but to follow the complete selection procedure Star in 1977, but his highest score never
reached the 1200 level. He qualified several
described above.

Y

times to shoot the Italian Field Championships,
but never medaled. Being one of the top archers
in Italy and unable to find an established local
archery coaching school he started studying and
coaching archery using written manuals and
books coming from the USA and Canada.
From 1986, when his son Michele had his first official archery competition, his life changed a lot and slowly he moved from the “archer” side
to the “coach” side. Under his coaching, a total of 38 Italian Champion
titles in Target, Indoor, and Field Archery (individual and team) have
been won.
He likes coaching children and getting them growing “inside” archery.
Michele’s daughter Carla, 12 years old, is shooting since age 6 and is also
very promising.
In full collaboration with his son Michele, he does advanced testing of
new materials for major Italian manufacturers of archery equipment and
often writes articles for archery magazines.

Selecting Used Arrows
Unfortunately, arrows are not eternal. After each shot they
change their characteristics, however slightly. It is therefore
appropriate that before an important competition, a selection of your arrows is performed. It just may be that you will
sort out those 7’s that would permit your first 1300. So, how
should this be done?
The quickest and simplest procedure, that doesn’t
require any instrumentation, was described previously for
the selection of new aluminium arrows. Obviously, the
arrows should be shot at 18m for aluminium and at a distance compatible with your capabilities (30m, 50m or 70m)
for carbon and aluminium/carbon. Select those arrows
a r c h e r y
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Jim Collymore

Rip Van Winkle Awakens!

My Rediscovery
of Archery

Special Feature

Part 2 of 2

In Part 1 of this article (see last issue) the author
explains why he left archery (It just wasn’t any fun anymore.) and describes some of his travails in coming back.
This part continues from where that article left off. Ed.

Tuning My Equipment
I decided it was time to seriously work on tuning
my bow. With the help of one of the club members, and “The Archer’s Reference Guide” by
Murray Elliot (see AFm Vol. 5, No. 2), I discovered
in a three hour period that—
• my nocking point was too low,
• my magnetic rest stuck out too far,
• my center shot needed to be adjusted,
• there was a 5⁄8˝ difference in the tiller of my limbs
when only 1⁄4˝ to 1⁄2˝ is recommended.
Once all these corrections were made, my
bare shafts were grouping right in with my
fletched shafts. All in a nice, tight group. It was the
most worthwhile three hours that I’d spent so far
back in the sport of archery, and it helped open
my mind.
More Revelations
During the next couple of tournaments I learned
some other interesting things about myself. In the
old days, I would have been scared to make all the
changes that I did (changes in arrows, centershot,
V-bars, my grip, etc.). I would have been “flagellating” myself with recriminations for being so
“foolish” and for risk-taking. In short, I would
have really made myself miserable! But instead,
my attitude became–“Experiment. Have fun. Play
a r c h e r y
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around with things and see what happens. Enjoy
the tournament and enjoy the fellowship of those
around you who are there because they share the
same interest and love of archery. Tell your fellow
archers the “stupid” last minute changes you have
made; maybe they will offer some advice that will
help you master your changes more quickly rather
than if you try to hide things from embarrassment. Laugh at yourself! Be happy!” It’s funny, but
maybe I needed these 18 years away from the
sport to learn valuable lessons in other parts of my
life before I could come back to archery and simply enjoy it again.
Sometimes Life Takes You Down “Interesting
Paths” (I Become A Coach)
In April I was approached by a member of my
archery club (a compound archer) and asked if I’d
be interested in instructing an 11-year old girl to
shoot. She was a novice recurve shooter, but she
wanted to become serious in her competition.
Since I was also a competitive recurve shooter, and
was more familiar with that style of shooting than
he was, he was wondering if I’d be willing to help
her. I was flattered, but taken aback a little. First,
I hadn’t coached groups or individuals since the
early-mid 1970s. Secondly, I had only been back
into archery seven months after 18 years of being
away from it. I was still re-learning the sport
myself! I certainly did not feel prepared to begin
teaching a serious-minded beginner. I worried that
I might be doing her more of a disservice than a
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Talking to other people
that share your passion
for something is one of
life’s pleasures.

learned to myself, and potentially
become a better competitive archer
as well!
I am pleased to say that I successfully completed the course, and
am now an NAA Certified Level II
Coach. Also, I even arranged to get some archery lessons
from my certification instructor, and it was worth every
penny and every minute! I now have a bow that “floats”
beautifully in my hand, and I have modified my form in a
way where I can really feel and see the improvements.
As for my student, she has competed in several major
tournaments, including the JOAD Nationals, and finished
in the top 10 in several of them.

service. But a little voice inside me
(you know the one that tells us when
we should and shouldn’t do things)
told me that this would be a good
thing to do. So I said that I could
certainly teach her the basics of
shooting form, since that for the most part, had not
changed too much. So it was arranged that I’d meet and
talk to the young lady and her father.
Now I have always loved to teach, so I was looking
forward to this opportunity to help an interested beginner
improve, and maybe help her gain a greater liking for the
sport. Over the course of a few weeks we had four lessons,
and I saw noticeable improvements. She had good, basic
equipment for a beginner, and she practiced at home.
I found myself so positively motivated by our lessons,
that I ended up calling the NAA to find out where the
nearest and earliest NAA Coaching Certification classes
were. I then called the instructor and signed up. I felt I
could better serve my young student by being trained in
the latest coaching techniques and equipment, and by
learning these things, I would be able to apply what I

The U.S. National Championships (“It was the best
of times, it was the worst of times...”)
After some hesitation, I decided to really test all that
I’d learned and compete in the U. S. National Archery
Championships. It was my first time competing in the
outdoor nationals. It was quite an experience. The official
Continued on the Next Page
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Maybe I needed these 18
years away from the sport
to learn valuable lessons in
other parts of my life before
I could come back to
archery and simply
enjoy it again.

competition began on a
Monday. Four days of it, in 8593° heat with 90%+ humidity! I
hadn’t shot in conditions like
that for over 18 years. Everyone
was drinking a lot of water.
What was worse, a storm on
Monday night blew away 80% of the sun-protection
canopies in the competitor’s area on the adult archers’
field! By Day Four of the competition, they had gotten
most of them back up. But it made for a grueling first
three days!
One of the best aspects of the event though, was meeting other archers. Talking to other people that share your
passion for something is one of life’s pleasures. The questions that I could ask of others there, and the questions
that were asked of me, offered me more opportunities to
learn and absorb than I thought possible. And people there
were always helpful when you had a problem or a question.
Unfortunately, regarding my shooting, I had an awful
time of things. I had come with modest goals but my
scores were below not only my expectations, but my averages. Why did this occur? Well, I feel it was a combination
of both equipment issues and psychological factors.

Mind, Body, Equipment Revelations
I had changed arrows and I was having severe clearance
problems. My arrows were flying “not quite right” to the
extent that I was damaging or losing vanes every few ends!
Add to this picture the stress of being in my first
Nationals, and I was just too wired! On Day Four, during
practice, another archer I knew, suggested that the problem with my equipment was that my centershot was too
far out. I decided to sacrifice my last practice end and tried
to adjust it intuitively.
The good news: My adjustments worked and I was no
longer losing vanes. The bad news: By then I had dug a
hole too deep for myself, both in score and mindset. I
ended up 57th out of 60 in my division and I was very disappointed in my performance. However, a couple of other
archers tried to cheer me up by giving me some perspective. They reminded me that it was my first Nationals, and
many people are a little too wound up at their first, and
that can negatively affect them. They said that I should
give myself credit for just making the effort to come out
and compete. After all, I’ve only been back in the sport for
just ten months after 18 years of being out of it! I’ve had
to learn and master new equipment, techniques, and rule
changes that have occurred since the early 1980s. I needa r c h e r y
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ed to be patient with myself and
give myself time.
The “bottom line”: I still
needed to learn how to “lighten
up!”

The New Jersey State Championships (My Partial “Redemption”)
By late August, I was preparing for the New Jersey State
Championships. One of my goals was to have no misses at
90 or 70 meters (I usually average six misses). And don’t
you know that on my first practice FITA, I had only one
miss at 90m and none at 70m! I beat my previous personal best FITA score by nine points! (I shot a 982.) The following week’s FITA I had no misses at any distance and I
beat the previous week’s score by 36 points, finally breaking the 1,000-mark with a 1,018!
Having gained renewed confidence in my equipment
and my own shooting ability, I competed in the New
Jersey State Championships. I am happy to say that I shot
a 1,020, a new personal best for me. This is what I had
hoped to do at Nationals. But now I know that I can do
it. And that makes all the difference in the world.
“Learnings”
So here we are, at the end of my first year back in competitive target archery. And with this, my “Rip Van Winkle
reawakening” to the sport of archery has come to a close.
What have I learned about myself? What have I learned
that would be helpful to other archers, whether “Rip Van
Winkles”, or not? Well, I’ll leave you with these thoughts.
Remember to—
• be patient,
• keep an open mind,
• experiment and not be afraid of failing (failures can, and
do, teach valuable lessons),
• get help with tuning as soon as you notice a problem
that you can’t solve,
• ask questions,
• listen to others,
• listen to that “little voice,”
• share your knowledge freely, but don’t impose it on others,
• learn from experience,
• relax before you enter a competition,
• savor, and remember the “feel” of a good shot,
• and maybe most importantly . . . smile, lighten up and
have fun!
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Superior Limbs

I

want to thank all those people who have helped me “rediscover” the joys
of this sport after so many years away from it. Although I can’t name all
of you, please know that I appreciate your help and encouragement.
Bloomfield Archers
Wa-xo-be Archers
Wo-pe-na Archers
Lancaster Archery Supply Staff
The staff of the NAA
and all the archers I have shot with at
tournaments this year, been coached
by, or had the pleasure and privilege
to coach.
Jim Collymore lives and works in Central
New Jersey. He has been shooting recurve
since the age of nine, and began competing
and teaching at 18. While in college, he was
a New York State Collegiate Silver and
Bronze medalist. He has also written sport
psychology articles for other archery magazines. Jim is currently a NAA Level 2 Coach.

This Gold Medal winning
limb’s revolutionary design
gives you a smoother draw
and increased speed. Its
foam core and advanced tip
design stores more energy,
and solid carbon and foam
laminates promote high heat
resistance and durability.

glass
carbon
foam
carbon
glass

The new Vector limb features a unique lamination
design that gives it
unmatched strength and
performance. Its foam core
is resistant to heat for
consistency in every s t.

glass
carbon
foam
carbon
foam
glass
ho

Join the NFAA!
Enjoy these Exciting Benefits
National, Sectional, State and Club Tournaments
Certified Instructor Programs
Club and Pro Shop Insurance
Indoor/Outdoor Leagues
Professional Archery

This affordable limb gives
any archer the additional
performance needed for
unparalleled weather resistance. Kinetic’s design offers
a carbon core for a fast and
comfortable shot.

Subscription to Archery Magazine included
Complete the application and join today!

glass
carbon
wood
carbon/glass
wood
glass

Name
Address
City
State

Zip

Phone

The new Edge limb is the
best, most affordable wood
core limb available. Its
multi-laminate, solid maple
core is coated with high
strength fiber-glass for durability, weather resistance and
extreme value.

One year Individual membership $45.00
Family membership $65.00
Junior membership (under 18) $35.00
Visa and MasterCard accepted
CC#

exp date
Call Toll Free 800-811-2331
National Field Archery Association
31407 Outer I-10
Redlands, CA 92373
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John Carroll

England!
use of archers, from about the start of the 12th
century and finally mapped in the 15th century.
Finsbury is now a very populated area in West
London and the fields where the marks were are
now supermarts and car parks.
So, having a copy of the map and access to
open farm land (with insurance through the society), they now lay out a series of marks, all named
as per the map, and spend the day clout shooting
at the marks, the day usually ending with a flight
rchery is almost a secret sport here, with shoot, often with remarkable results. Some of the
fewer than 20 dealers, varying from regular archers attending are built much similar to the
stores to individuals operating from home (part archers who drowned in the ‘Mary Rose’ (accordtime). Once in the almost secret world of archery, ing to the autopsy reports). They have larger than
you learn just how things have changed from the normal bones and tendons like rebars, thus able
King’s rule of required Sunday morning practic- to draw and aim a bow drawing over 140 lbs on
ing at the ‘butts.’ Now you have to shoot in the their fingers (see Photo 1, top of next page).
very few places that carry insurance as archery in
The bows are as varied as the archers, some
the ‘wild wood’ is illegal.
so perfect they look a little too well made, whilst
There are basically four organisations that others really do follow the ‘twisted stick’ idea. All,
own or run these few places and that you have to however, are a testament to the bowyers art once
be a member (or guest) of to legalin the hands of a person who
ly shoot—British Longbow Society
can ‘shoot in the longbow’ as
(BLBS), English Field Archery
the expression goes. Some of
Association (EFAA), Grand Natiothe archers look like their
nal Archery Society (GNAS), and
bows, the re-enactment guys
National Field Archery Society
(dressed in tights and doublet)
(NFAS)
really do lose their little bit of
credibility at lunch time when
you see them drinking Coke
British Longbow Society (BLBS)
and using a mobile phone, but
The BLBS was set up over 50
all in all a very friendly group
years ago to ensure the English
drawn from all classes and levlongbow was kept ‘alive’ and used.
elled by their love for the longFrom a small group then, the socibow (see Photo 2).
ety is today a very healthy group
of enthusiasts, who regularly meet
Also shot are the rounds
and “shoot as it was over the past
saved by GNAS, but relived as
centuries,” some rounds actually
part of the whole spectrum of
date from the 15th century.
archery in the longbow, rounds
are shot on mown lawns with
One such is ‘Finsbury Marks,’
the gentlemen dressed in shirt,
these are actually a set of marker
posts set at varying distances of 35 Photo 2 The owner of ‘Living Thing,’ a tie, and blazer, ladies in skirts
yew recurve bow. Note the peacock
to 140 yds, often more, that were self
feather and whipped arrows in (but not high heels), sherry and
a ‘pic-a-nic’ often follow the
laid out in Finsbury Park for the Elizabethan style quiver.
England, land of the English longbow (the weapon
that defeated the French at Agincourt and in many
other battles) . . . the land where the oldest bow has
been found (the 5,000 yrs old ‘Mere Heath’ bow)
. . . the land where Robin Hood introduced ‘welfare’
and became a legend . . . . and yet the same country where few inhabitants will know anyone who
actually is an active archer, much less a longbow
archer.

Archery In

...
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There is an EFAA
days sport. (The photo in the
unmarked ‘Bowhunter’ tournaGNAS section shows a typical
ment each year, where animal
BLBS shoot today. See p. 25.)
target faces at unmarked disThe expression, ‘Shooting
tances are shot over a weekend.
In The English Longbow’ is a
This usually is a well attended
description of the correct way
event with many of the NFAS
to shoot a longbow; this is not
members taking advantage of a
an easy bow to master,
two day shoot were the entry
although most of us try at one
for both days includes day
point in our learning curve. A
membership of the EFAA for
good new English longbow will
both days, all for less than $10.
cost about £300-600 ($500There is an annual Euro900 US), wooden arrows to
pean Field Archery Champshoot often and not footed are
about £100-200 ($150-250 Photo 1 A 120 lb draw, self knocked, yew, ‘war style’ longbow and ionship, which is usually
attended by 30 to 60 EFAA
US) per dozen, then you have its maker.
to learn to shoot it. Expect to bust at least two arrows each members, no financial aid is given to any member of the
time out and you’ll soon see why most English archers resulting Squad, all who get picked for membership of
make their own, a practice most carry with them as the the Squad considering it enough of an honour to be eligible, thus all make it to wherever the Tournament is
materials change from wood to carbon
held.
There is also an annual European Bowhunter
English Field Archery Association (EFAA)
Formed by U.S. servicemen over here after World War Championship, no squad is chosen and archers make
Two, to help them practice for hunting when they their own way, combining into small groups when the
returned home, the association has a solid core member- chance occurs, generally with very good results. Several
ship, who like their U.S. counterparts, travel around the NFAS members also make the trip, as this is the only
world at their own expense to compete for the enjoyment unmarked Championship in Europe.
Due to the English weather, EFAA shoots are always
of archery.
All the rules applying to the NFAA of the U.S. are held regardless of rain, snow, strong wind, even the occaused by the EFAA, both being covered by the governing sional sunny day, hence they are a hardy lot and often
body, the International Field Archery Association, how- move to the fore during competition as the conditions
ever there is one difference in the rules of shooting that I worsen.
have never understood. The ‘birdies’ is shot here in the
‘Z’ (Set of four small targets in a square which are shot top Grand National Archery Society (GNAS)
left, top right, bottom left, bottom right in order. Ed.) used Established over 150 years ago the society, numbering
by the IFAA, where in the USA it is shot as a vertical line, approximately 20,000, is the biggest single group of
thus NFAA members have to learn to shoot a target they archers in the country and was formed to give archers in
have mental and muscle memory for in a different way. Victorian England a set of rules to shoot to. The rules
Anyone know why?
amalgamated many locally shot ‘rounds,’ into a ‘guideMost rounds are marked, as is the case in the USA, book’ of target sizes, patterns, and distances shot. Many
however the introduction of 3-D targets has broadened of these rounds were named after the city they were from,
the type of shoot available to choose from. Occasionally thus the Bristol, Portsmouth, York, etc. rounds were
there is even an unmarked 3-D shoot. Recently one of made available to the new enthusiasts of the Victorian
the marked distance clubs introduced an unmarked age. Incidentally the Portsmouth round is the original
series of targets making up a trail that was available to basis of the NFAA Indoor Round, and is shot by the socishoot on Saturday (Sundays being the typical shoot day). ety members as the named round, even the score system
This was received with apparent apathy judging by a and result measured at 300 points max is the same. The
recent letter in the EFAA magazine.
society is probably best known from the time of their
Sundays are typically reserved for the equivalent of origin by the photograph of Horace
NFAA ‘club shoots,’ whereby a classification is given to Ford previously used by this magazine as
each archer—A, B or C—depending on their a cover (see photo adjacent).
ability/scores. Since each of the archers who travel to
The GNAS have remained as the
these ‘classifications’ is intent on increasing their average backbone of archery in England. Having
on the Field and Hunter rounds, they rarely shoot any- the biggest membership, it receives all
thing but these rounds or a Combination of the two.
Continued on the Next Page
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Photo 3 Some of the practice butts and
lower section of woods at Oaklands.

it is now the range where Chris
White is often found sorting out
equipment and Roy’s own Hoyt
sponsored son, Tim Mundon, fits
in his practice, when not at
University in Edinburgh. This is
also the only ‘pay and shoot’
range in England.
Roy also invented the layered
foam target boss and the whole
range has been fitted with these
since 1994. These bosses don’t
shoot through and allow easy
removal of arrows, unlike straw
bales (with their ability to remove
vanes, a source of irritation when
government grant aid, such as it is, much to the chagrin
of the smaller, more independent societies.
Although the rules brought archers together in past
days, today they are a cause of much agitation to members, seeming to them as being outdated and often
unnecessary. There are a great many rules, perhaps the
most ‘quaint’ (until it’s applied to you) is the dress code.
To shoot all the target rounds it is required that everyone
be dressed in white or green, not just any green but an
approved shade, failure to meet the exact green means
you don’t shoot, no exceptions.
The GNAS field archery section is a very small pool
of some of the best shooters we have to offer—Chris
White, the first Englishman to shoot a 1400 FITA
round, is part of the GNAS field team. However, most
GNAS archers shoot recurve bows, some shoot compounds as well, and a few shoot only compound, but
these are fairly few and far between, with the odd exceptions.

H

aving been formed when it was, the GNAS have a
near monopoly on indoor shooting ranges. Unlike
U. S. archery stores, none of ours have rental indoor
shooting lanes.
One outdoor range bears mention—Oaklands (situated in the Heart Of England) and it is surprisingly quiet
given how unique it is.
Oaklands deserves a special mention here. It was set
up by Roy Mundon, World and National Barebow
Recurve Champion for many years (just before retiring
from the sport he was 13 time consecutive British
Champion). He laid out a practice range for himself in a
6 acre woodland plot, in what was his father’s pig farm.
The range has been instrumental in producing many
champions, one time being the site of all British Team
practice events before departure to foreign tournaments;
a r c h e r y
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shooting in the U. S.).
National Field Archery Society (NFAS)
Formed from a loose amalgam of societies in the 1970s,
this is the only society to exclusively shoot unmarked distances at animal faces. With little cohesion between the
clubs, the Society tries to stay very much in the background. Formed to give a description of how to match
abilities and equipment as best as possible for unmarked
distances, the rulebook is little more than a list of what
makes of bow and arrows put someone into which class.
Most rules are as per EFAA/NFAA with the exception of
the separation of English longbows from other longbows.
Most Sundays there is a NFAS shoot within 100
miles of wherever you live, with standards of targets
improving as the use of Roy Mundon’s target bosses
increases and the selection of animal faces from both the
U. S. and Europe used widens. NFAS is definitely the
Society which is growing very well. Particularly important is the number of young archers attracted to the family atmosphere of the NFAS shoots. Often whole families
compete and the spread of styles within each family can
vary immensely (see Photo 4 next page).
NFAS were the first society to introduce 3-D targets
and from its ranks have emerged several of the best 3-D
shots in the country. With no domestic producer of 3-D
targets, they must be imported. The price of a McKenzie
target is, like all archery costs in the country, about 50%
above U. S. prices, the Bison is just under $1,000 US.

T

he divisions in the sport and the lack of communication between clubs and associations have made
most English archers very independent, resulting in
many archers belonging to more than one organisation,
often introducing members of the other society to a new
sort of archery. The way of archery here has also spawned
f o c u s

a sense of ‘I can do that!’ Many archers, my wife
and I included, have successfully made very
respectable longbows. All archers can easily refletch
their own arrows, most build their own, whether
wood, aluminium or carbon. Many of the top
archers own bow presses (if required), make their
own strings, etc.
As few clubs have little more than a tenuous
hold on their grounds, there tends to be few provisions for catering or other food service at shoots,
thus making you more independent still. You had
best self cater or possibly go hungry/dehydrate.

A

ll told, even though archery is almost a secret
sport here, there is traditon, and variety, and Photo 4 A typical NFAS shooting line.
fun for the enterprising archer.
John Carroll is a GIS Engineer and has been deeply involved in bows,

particularly compound bows, after working in a U.S. pro shop in 1995.
An active archer, he resides in the West of England, saving September
each year for an archery vacation in the USA.

The Pro Tuner Rest–
The Rest of Your Life!
• No tools needed for
adjustments
• No moving parts
• No bushings or
springs to wear out
• Available in stainless
steel also

Shown with the following options—mounts for Martin, Hoyt,
PSE, and Mathews Converta Head and Elite Head

• Three blade sizes
available (5⁄32˝, 3⁄16˝,
1
⁄4˝)
• Positive ball detent
click stop
• .007˝ windage micro
adjustment

Contact Original Brite Site
34 Kenwood Rd.
Succasunna, NJ 07876
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phone 973.584.0637
fax 973.927.6779
email brtesite@optionline.net

NAA Membership Benefits
YOUR MEMBERSHIP HELPS TO SUPPORT THE UNITED STATES OLYMPIC TEAM
CATEGORY

ANNUAL DUES

ADULT (single male or female over 18 years old)
ADULT ADD-ON

$40.00
$10.00

* Subscription to Archery Focus Magazine
* National rankings
* Subscription to NAA Newsletter, Nock-Nock
* Archery Training Camps
* Discount on airfare through United Airlines for
* Instructor and coach certification
travel to NAA sanctioned events
* Leadership opportunities on local, state and
* Athlete Sport Accident Insurance covers you for
national committees and boards
injuries sustained as a result of archery-related
* NAA Decal with new membership
accidents by members, including practices and competition
* Competition and instruction through club programs
FAMILY

$65.00 per family

* The same benefits for individual family members as described above, allowing savings
for NAA member families.)
Save time and money with our new THREE-YEAR MEMBERSHIP now available (includes all benefits listed
above:
ADULT MEMBERSHIP - THREE YEAR
$110.00
ADULT + ADULT ADD-ON - THREE YEAR
$140.00
FAMILY MEMBERSHIP - THREE YEAR
$175.00
COLLEGIATE (full-time student)**

$20.00

* All the benefits of adult membership as described above (excludes the subscription to Archery Focus
Magazine)
* Participation in the Collegiate All-American Program
YOUTH (18 years old & under)**
YOUTH ADD-ON (same family/address as Youth 1st member)

$20.00 (1st Youth)
$10.00 (each Add-on)

* All the benefits of adult membership as described above (excludes the subscription to Archery Focus
Magazine)
* Entitles you to participate in the Junior Olympic Archery Development Program in over 300 community
clubs within the United States
**ARCHERY FOCUS MAGAZINE SUBSCRIPTION MAY BE PURCHASED BY COLLEGIATE AND YOUTH
MEMBERS FOR AN ADDITIONAL $16.00 PER YEAR.
National Archery Association of the United States
One Olympic Plaza
Colorado Springs, CO 80909
Tel (719) 866-4576
Fax (719) 632-4733
a r c h e r y
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®

NAA Corporate Sponsor

NATIONAL ARCHERY ASSOCIATION
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
S New

S Renewal

(Specify Type of Membership)

S Family Membership $65

S Adult $40

S Adult + Adult Add-On $50

S Family Membership (3 Years) $175

S Adult (3 Years) $110

S Adult + Adult Add-On (3 Years) $140

S Collegiate $20

S Youth Add-On ($10 for each additional youth)

S Youth $20

S Archery Focus Magazine Subscription $16 (For College and Youth Members Only)
NOTE TO FOREIGN MEMBERS—PLEASE ADD $20 TO COVER INTERNATIONAL POSTAGE FEES

Member Name
Street Address
City

State

Home Telephone (
Fax Number (

)
)

–

Zip Code

Office Telephone (

–

)

Date of Birth

/
(month)

Social Security Number

–

Primary Archery Discipline: S Recurve

–

–
/

(day)

(year)

EMAIL:

S Compound

S Other (

Add-On:

)
DOB

/
(month)

DOB

/
(month)

DOB

/

/

DOB

(year)

/
(day)

/
(month)

(year)

(day)

(month)

Credit Card:

/

/

DOB

(year)

(day)

(month)

Amount Enclosed: $

/
(day)

(year)

/
(day)

(year)

or please charge my credit card (below)

S VISA

S MasterCard

S American Express

Card Number:

Expires:

S Discover
/

Signature:
Adult Members: I understand that $5.00 of my membership will contribute to a one-year subscription to the NAA newsletter, “Nock-Nock”.

Signature:

Return to: National Archery Association
One Olympic Plaza
Colorado Springs, CO 80909
®

NAA Corporate Sponsor

or
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Many archers have inquired about FITA Star
Tournaments. If you have been wondering about
this too, here is a brief explanation on what the
FITA Star program is.
Each year, beginning in August, the NAA office
collects requests from its club affiliates for hosting FITA Star tournaments for the upcoming
year. Requests are submitted and approved by
the NAA and posted accordingly. Tournaments
will be published as they are received.
It is possible for dates to change due to
unexpected circumstances. We encourage
archers to check regularly for updates. Also,
while we like to have a complete listing at the
beginning of each year, Star Tournaments do get
added throughout the year. Clubs may still,
therefore, request to host a Star Tournament for
2002. A form for doing this can be found on the
NAA web site or can be requested from the NAA
office. The NAA charges a club $40 to host a
Star Tournament since the FITA organization
charges the NAA to register them. To register the
Star Tournaments with FITA, the NAA office

submits the tournament requests and approvals
to FITA’s office in Switzerland during early
December to create the FITA Star Tournament
list for the coming year.
Archers are then eligible to receive world
recognition when they shoot a world record
score at one of the Star Tournaments. For the
world record to be accepted, the NAA office
must be informed immediately. The NAA must
notify FITA within 10 days of the event for the
record to be verified.
A world record will be accepted pending
verification. To submit a world record, the NAA
requires that the archer’s scorecard be submitted
to the office in Colorado Springs so that it can
be forwarded on to FITA for verification. When
the score is ratified, FITA sends a World Record
Achievement Certificate to the NAA that is then
forwarded on to the archer.
The archer and a witness must sign the
scorecard. The archer’s complete name and
address plus a payment of $5.00 for the appropriate pin award must accompany this document
so that it can be processed as soon as possible.

Star Pin Program
All archers can benefit from participating in Star
Tournaments. There are FITA Performance
Awards that “shall be granted when the competitor achieves the relevant score for the first time
in the appropriate event.” The NAA currently
does purchase from FITA a supply of outdoor
FITA Star pins for both recurve and compound
bow archers. When an archer achieves one of the
score levels to qualify for a pin, he/she should
submit the scorecard (or a very clear copy) to the
NAA office.
For both the Recurve and Compound Divisions,
here are the FITA Star Award designations for
both men and women—
1000 points – Star pin
1100 points – Star on black
1200 points – Star on blue
1300 points – Star on red
1350 points – Star on gold
1400 points – Star on purple.
®

NAA Corporate Sponsor

While the colors are the same for both Divisions,
the word ‘Compound’ is imprinted on the pins
for the compound bow archer.
These FITA Star pins are very lovely and
many archers take pride in achieving them. For
further details on the FITA Performance Awards
program available through FITA, look for this
information in Book 1, chapter 6 of the FITA
Constitution and Rules Book. You will note that
FITA has an expanded list of pins available for
various competitions but at the moment only
the ones noted above are available to archers
from the NAA office.
Should you have any questions regarding the
STAR program, please feel free to contact the
NAA office in Colorado Springs at
719.578.4576.
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NAA News

FITA Star Tournaments

Mark Lonsdale

Video as a Training Tool
With the increasing affordability and availability of
video camcorders in recent years, the use of video as a
training tool for most sports activities has increased
dramatically. This is especially true for sports where
form and self-visualization are critical components of
advancement and success.

Special Feature

A

rchers in particular are athletes who can derive
significant benefit from being able to see him
or herself practicing and competing. There are so
many subtle aspects to good target archery form,
that it is difficult to monitor all your movements,
especially when concentrating on the target or
under match pressure. Ideally, the aiming process is
subconscious allowing the conscious mind to concentrate on form. Unfortunately, in the real world,
this is often reversed.
With a video recording of your performance,
you can then take as much time as needed to first
identify and then analyze your flaws, mistakes, and
weaknesses. There are no opportunities for denial
or self-delusion when every aspect of your form
can be reviewed and critiqued in often painfully
slow motion. Just some of the beneficial aspects of
video are–
• Visualization Archery is a
sport where self-visualization and self-analysis are
both important. Video
gives the archer the opportunity to see him or herself
shooting and then identify
the adjustments in form
that need to be made.
• Slow Motion The slow motion feature of high
quality video is a most valuable tool since you
can analyze, in minute detail, every aspect of
your draw, pull through the clicker, release, and
followthrough.
• Video as Surrogate Coach Once you have bought

or borrowed the equipment, video is like having
an impartial observer recording all your moves
for later critique. It also gives a record of your
shooting that can be shown to a coach at a later
date.
• Solo Training Video makes training by yourself
more interesting. For every hour on the range,
you are actually deriving two or three hours of
training since you can watch the tape over and
over afterwards.
• Video Adds Pressure When no one else is watching, video can add an element of pressure to your
training, knowing that you, your friends, and
your coach will be reviewing it at a later date.
Video Equipment
When I first began using video in training in the
early eighties, cameras were astronomically expensive, not to mention large, bulky, and not all that
user friendly. Now, for little more than the cost of
a good 35mm SLR still film camera, one can purchase a digital camcorder that will capture both
video and still images. The small additional
amount you may spend on a video camera is more
than offset by the elimination
of the cost of photographic
film, developing, and printing.
Any home handi-cam
video format is suitable—Hi
8, Super VHS, One Chip
Digital and especially the
high quality Three Chip digital that produces near broadcast quality videos. At
our training center we are currently using the Sony
VX1000, a Three Chip Digital video camera that
records on small 6mm tapes. It has 500 lines of
horizontal resolution, which is considerably better
resolution than the average television screen.
Another advantage of the new digital technology is

Video is of little value
if it is being used as a
substitute for actual
training and professional coaching.
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equipment. It just seems to
that since the video and
be better made and of a
audio are captured digitalhigher quality.
ly, you can copy or edit
multiple generations with
no loss in quality.
ven though video can
The latest version of
be played back in the
the VX1000 is the
camera viewfinder, the true
VX2000 with 530 lines of
value comes with a larger
horizontal resolution and a
screen that is of sufficient
recommended retail of US Sony VX1000 three chip Video Camera and compact GV-D900 Digital clarity to clearly see the
$2,999, however, better Video Cassette Recorder used for immediate playback on the range.
smaller movements used
prices and deals can be found if you shop around, partic- during the full range of archery motion. Our local archery
ularly mail order out of New York camera houses. Shops club has a full sized 27 inch TV just for this purpose.
and prices can be found in the back of most photography
If you are looking for something more portable, there
magazines.
is the Sony Walkman GV-D900 (US $1500) that has a 5.5
The 6mm tapes will record up to 60 minutes and the screen and uses the same lithium batteries as the
lithium batteries will last up to 90 minutes depending on Camcorders. The latest version of this unit is the DSRhow much zooming is done with the camera. It is always V10 DVCAM Video Walkman.
good policy to have both spare tapes and batteries, even
n essential accessory for both solo training and
though the lithium batteries are not cheap.
recording others is a stable tripod, without which
Most cameras come with zoom lenses but we do most
of our videoing as close as possible with the lens zoomed images will be shaky and the smaller movements of the
out to wide angle. However, the advantage of a powerful archer may be missed. Tripods should be a sturdy, profeszoom lens is that it can be zoomed in on other archers, sional grade unit with a rotating pan-tilt head and suffiespecially at competitions, to record and analyze their cient height adjustment to allow the camera to be placed
at the same level as the archer’s chest.
technique.
The same tripod can also be used for
Another popular camera is the
your target spotting scope when not
Sony TRV 900 (US $1,999), smallbeing used with the camcorder.
er and less expensive than the DCRTo play the video directly to a
VX2000, but still 3 chip digital
TV from the camera will require a
quality. For the true video aficionaset of audio/video cables that usually
do, the latest and greatest is the procome with the camera. These cables
fessional grade SR-PD150-CCD
can also be used to transfer or copy
mini DVCAM Camcorder with a
the digital tape to a standard VCR
built in 3.5˝ LCD monitor. For an
and half-inch VHS tape, which is
ultra-small and very convenient
the most common medium used in
package, check out the DSR-PC110
training. Another useful accessory is
(US $1,799) which will fit in the
a small infrared remote controller for
palm of your hand, has a zoom lens,
records video on a 6mm digital tape and captures still the camera, which also comes with many of the better
images on a memory stick. (Author’s note: Because of its camcorders. This allows the archer or coach to start and
compact size and high image quality, the PC 110 will be stop the camera while remaining in position. Particularly
handy if the camera is on a tripod down range in front of
the next purchase for our training group).
Other manufacturers such as Canon and Panasonic the shooter.
also make camcorders but we have had excellent success
with the Sony products so have little experience with the Range Use
others. There are also several models that are considerably So now that you have a video camera and tripod, where
less expensive (less than US $900) than the top-of-the-line should you place it for the most training value? When
camcorders listed here, but since we have a professional training by myself, I have been using what I call a ‘24
training operation, we tend to use professional grade
Continued on the Next Page

E

A

With a video recording
of your performance,
you can then take as
much time as needed
to first identify and
then analyze your
flaws, mistakes, and
weaknesses.
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The video camera can best capture body alignment,
draw release and followthrough when placed in
front or to the rear of the archer

Continued From the Previous Page

ience. I also leave the focus and iris adjustments on automatic.
In talking to noted archery coach Don Rabska, the
angles he is most interested in seeing are from directly in
front and from just behind the archer with the camera set
so that is records the archer’s biomechanics throughout the
draw and followthrough. He is particularly interested in
the body’s alignment with the target and a straight draw
motion from the target. He is also interested in seeing

Arrow Critique.’ To do this I shoot six arrows with the
camera in each of four positions—front-right, squareright, rear-right, and square-left. (This is for a right-handed shooter. The accompanying images are of a left-handed
archer.)
I place the camera so that it captures primarily the
upper body from just forward of the bow to just behind
my elbow at full draw. I usually set the lens on wide angle
and then place the camera as close as possible for conven-

Don Rabska demonstrates three
angles he likes to see when he is
coaching. He is looking for body
alignment, biomechanics of the
draw, and followthrough.
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video of the archer’s back to analyze scapula movement toward the target.
In placing the camera, it is best to avoid videoing directly into bright sunlight since the archer will appear as a dark silhouette. To prevent this, either
shoot at a time when the sun is behind the camera or place the camera close
enough to the archer so that his or her body blocks the sun and allows the
auto-iris to open up. It is also essential to have a deep lens hood or shade on
the camera lens to prevent ‘lens flare.’ Lens flare occurs when sunlight
obliquely hits the surface of the lens or filter creating a white flare of bright
light that washes out the image. This makes open shade the ideal situation for
both training and filming.
Obviously, video equipment should be kept dry and out of the rain. It
should also not be left in direct sunlight or excessive heat for prolonged periods. To store and protect all our video equipment, we use a Pelican 1600 case
which has more than enough room for the camera, Walkman player, batteries, tapes, and all the other cables and accessories. These cases are O-ring
sealed, water and dustproof and virtually indestructible—sturdy enough to
check as luggage when traveling.

A

final thought—all the technology and training aids in the world will be
of little value to you if you are not putting in the time on the range.
Training aids such as video are extremely helpful to the avid shooter, but of
little value if they are being used as a substitute for actual training and professional coaching. So get out there and train hard, train long, but train smart.
Useful websites—
www.sony.com
www.sonystyle.com
www.pelican.com
Mark Lonsdale is a professional training
consultant for law enforcement and military
special operations teams. He is also a former
judo and shooting champion and contributing writer to several publications. He is currently involved in a study of the cross training values of archery.
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Compound Tech 200

Eric Wojciechowski

Indoor Nationals,
Anyone?
So, for the first time you’re planning on attending one
of the NFAA’s biggest shoots of the year, the indoor
nationals, to be held in Kansas City, Missouri. Great!
I shot the nationals for the first time last year and,
wow, what an experience. I must say, the three day
shoot is a bit overwhelming, all the shooters (1,020
last year), the pros, venders, and the sheer size of the
event. So as a “seasoned veteran” at nationals, let me
tell you how I prepared and what I experienced last
year. I will discuss how to prepare for nationals, give
some tips to help the first time shooter, cover travel
plans, and hotel reservations.
Practice
If you are really serious about shooting nationals,
and shooting it your best, how you prepare in the
preceding months will mean everything. Practice
is the single most important part of your preparation. That’s right, practice, practice, practice, and
more practice after that wouldn’t hurt. After all the
key to shooting a 300 round well is, of course,
practice. The more you shoot the easier it will be
for the mind and body to reproduce a good shot
over and over. In fact what a 300 round really is,
is a test of repetition, to see if you can place your
feet, grip your bow, draw, aim, and execute a clean
release 60 times in a row.
The amount of time and the way you practice
is different for everyone. For most of us with families, jobs, and a desire for some sleep, our practice
time can really be limited. So the precious time
that we do get to practice has to be ‘quality time.’
This is not when you need a buddy standing on
the line yammering in your ear, nor is it a time to
be distracted by family. (I’m not saying archery is
not a family sport, it really is!) How you practice
is your own personal preference, some shooters
like to work on their release and blank bale shoot,
while for others shooting in a league will work best
(This is what I prefer.).
a r c h e r y
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Competition
Shooting a league is a great way to prepare yourself for nationals. A league is competitive practice,
the competition factor is there, which will help
you when you hit the tournaments, but if you
make a mistake it’s not going to ruin the day. After
all that’s why you are there, to iron out your
inconsistencies. A league is also a great place to
experiment with equipment.
Another positive factor to shooting in a league
is having other archers present to critique you.
They may be able to pick up on flaws in your
form or shot sequence. I had a problem with
dropping arrows low from time to time, until a
fellow archer brought it to my attention that I was
dropping my bow arm after the shot. I would
never have realized this unless someone else pointed it out.
To find a league try your local pro shop.
Many shops host leagues on weekday evenings,
and some even on weekends. If your local pro
shop does not host a league they may be able to
direct you to an area archery club. Many clubs
host leagues that non members are welcome to
shoot.
Practice and shooting leagues can only take
you so far, though. You also need to hit some tournaments for experience. Tournaments will provide
you with a competitive setting that a league alone
will not do. Tournaments will force you to shoot
against a clock (four minutes to shoot five arrows),
and keep your concentration on the shot even
though you can hear the shooter next to you pull
through their clicker on each shot. This kind of
experience is invaluable.
After attending some of the smaller tournaments
it’s time to step up the competition level. Two of
the best larger tournaments to attend are your
own state and sectional tournaments. These are
multiple day shoots which are as close to the big

f o c u s

Equipment
An important part of your
preparation should be checking
your equipment. Although it
may seem in perfect working
order it doesn’t hurt to double
check it. Look for things like
frayed string or cables, check
wheel timing on two cam bows,
and make sure all bolts are tight.
These things should be checked
at least a week or more before
leaving because of adjustments
that may need to be made with
a new string or resetting the
wheel timing. If you do not feel
The NFAA 300 Round is 60 arrows shot in five arrow ends conformable
doing these
at 20 yards. The scoring is 5, 4, 3. All three scoring rings
checks,
the
best
and
safest thing
appear on the single spot face, whereas the 5 ring and half of
the 4 ring appear on the five spot target (shown here)
to do is consult a trusted pro
shop, I say trusted because you want someone you feel
confident in working on your bow. So ask around for a
Join a Club
What really gave my archery the biggest boost was joining good shop.
It doesn’t hurt to have an supply of spare parts to take
a club. Now not only did I have a place to shoot at any
time, I also gained a library of people to attend tourneys along either. Parts such as a broken in bowstring with
with or ask questions of. Some of these archers are equip- nocking point indicators in place, a spare scope housing,
ment experts, others are experts on form, and all had some
Continued on the Next Page
big tournament experience.
The single biggest positive factor I gained in joining a club was
being able to talk with professional shooters. The tips from them
will just amaze you, things you
never would have thought of on
your own. One pro asked me if I
found my pair of shooting shoes
yet. Needless to say I looked at
him funny. He explained to me
that you have to find a pair of
shoes that make you feel rock solid
and comfortable, and use them
only for shooting. Another pro,
suggested that I find a left handed
shooter (I’m right handed) and
shoot a round with him on my
bow side during league. I did so,
and found it a little challenging. It
feels like someone is staring at you
from two feet away while you
shoot. To experience that for the
first time at a big tourney could be
devastating. So if you have the
means to join a club, do so. Its
payouts are priceless if you are
really serious about archery.

dance as you can get. I attended
my state tournament for the
first time last year, and the jitters really set in. I shot my best
X count of the year but had a
couple of swimmers (arrows in
the blue) to go with them.
There is a saying that goes with
this performance, “Shoot bad
the first day shoot early the next
day.” In these tournaments, as
with nationals, the poor scores
shoot the earliest line, usually
7:00 A.M., so it builds to a
grand finale in the afternoon.
So start small and work your
way up through the tournaments, but defiantly get the
experience.
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we stay. Since this shoot is held
downtown, you can figure the
closer you stay, the more you will
pay. But there are ways to defray
hotel costs. One is to get a discount coupon book/entertainment guide, I found hotel rates at
almost half normal prices.
Another way is to travel as a
group. Traveling with three or four
people really cuts the travel
expense (if you can share a car)
and room costs.
If you are traveling with family you may want to inquire what
each hotel has to offer for the kids,
such as an indoor pool or game
room, and shopping areas or
points of interest for the nonshooters.

A

s you can tell there is a lot of
time and effort that must go
into preparing for a shoot of this magnitude. So make the
most of it every time you touch your bow from now until
April. In the second part of this article I will go over each
day‘s events, and what to expect (and not to expect) at the
NFAA Indoor Nationals.

Con’t From the Previous Page

scope lenses, peep site
apertures, and even an
extra release. Last year a
guy blew his bowstring
during practice, luckily he was able
to fix it in time to shoot, so you never
know what can happen.
As for arrows, I carry two sets of five
and a few spares. I use one set for practice and one
set exclusively for tournaments. Both sets are numbered for shot placement tracking.
Planning Your Trip
Not all your planning will involve archery, you need to
plan your trip route and estimate your travel time. If available to you, the American Automobile Association (AAA)
does an excellent job of planning your route. They will
give you highlighted maps of your route, and even point
out sites of interest along the way. If you do not have access
to AAA, many computer programs are available for purchase that will help you plan your trip route. When all else
fails you can always rely on an atlas.
You will also need to estimate travel time. I left my home
at 4:00 A.M., and had ample time to take a leisurely drive,
stop for breakfast and lunch along the way, and still arrive
in Kansas City with plenty of time to relax and look
around town. It’s no fun to have to rush to get there and
then run to make your line, you will have plenty else to
stress you.
Hotel reservations should be made as early as possible,
preferably as soon as you know the dates of the shoot. For
most of us price is the number one deciding factor where

Eric Wojciechowski
lives in Milwaukee, WI
with his wife, Sue, and
two daughters, Aly and
Katy, and is currently employed as a sheet
metal mechanic. Eric has been shooting competitive archery since 1997, and is a proud
member of West Allis Bowmen.
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Much Ado About
Range Etiquette

us in any way! Yet it’s pretty hard not to be affected when you are packed on the line like a can of
King Oscar sardines!
There is a fine balance between respecting
another’s shooting lane and protecting your own.
The number one basic thing would be–straddle
your lane number. But we have all shot with those
that don’t abide by that guide; one time they are
in front of their lane number, the next end, they
are behind it and in your space. This is not too
much of an issue, if the person in front or behind
you is your teammate. A good comment to an
offending teammate that has always worked for

he irst of a eries lucidating the iner oints of rchery iquette
thought that the bright yellow line which marks
the shooting line was just a suggestion . . . . There
are a lot of spoken and unspoken rules in archery,
but how many of us actually know what they are?
We decided this needed to be brought out in the
open and discussed. We’ve all whispered about it
behind closed doors, but it’s time to speak out
and ask, “What to do?”
Your Lane –The Fine Line
Between Personal And Intimate Space
We are all aware, to some degree, of the little bubble of space around us that psychologists call “personal space,” and none are more acutely aware of
that space than are archers.
When shooting on the line at
leagues or in a tournament,
we are probably the only people who not only
have to endure a complete stranger in our personal space (and sometimes our intimate space), still
keep doing what we are doing, and not let it affect

me is, “Get your bow out of my hair, idiot!”
However, if the offending archer is only an
acquaintance or a complete stranger, this would
not be the appropriate measure. Be bold! “Could
you move up, please?” never killed anyone as far
as I know. Oft times people are just unaware. Of
course, if they don’t “get it” by being that direct,
you then need to take the bull by the horns, get
on the line first and stand in their space and act
like you don’t have a clue that you are in their
lane. They usually get the message. Though drastic, I think this has the similar affect of a dog
marking his territory when you take him for a
walk. Then, when they give you “the look,” you
look like the good guy anyway; “Oh, I’m so sorry! (striking your forehead with your
palm for emphasis) I didn’t realize I was in your
lane!” and like a good sport, they will chuckle it
off and just say “Aw, that’s ok!” It’s a win/win situation–you get your way and you don’t look bad.

Cynthia Lovold
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Archery Etiquette

We’ve all been there. You’re at a shoot, for fun of
course, but the bottom line is you are trying your
best and you want to win. You’ve listened to all
kinds of advice from archery coaches, spent hours
reading articles and books on shooting form, then
more hours trying to apply it. And now you’re
ready. But what happens when the guy (or gal)
next to you isn’t taking things so seriously? You
know who I’m talking about. The archer who
repeatedly bumps you from behind (or in the
behind) with his quiver, when you’re at a full
draw, the one who is flinging arrows into your target . . . and one of the worst . . . an opposite hand
shooter with really bad breath! (Yes, it has happened to me!) So, what do you do? You look for
signs with the “rules” but, there are none. The
only thing you see is a sign that says “Absolutely
No Broadheads On The Range!”
One day some friends and I were up shooting
at the archery center, and some folks came in and
rented some bows to give archery a try. I guess
they didn’t think it was a big deal to fire an arrow
when a small child was down on another lane getting his arrow out of the bale. (My friend shouted and stopped them from shooting!) I think they

Product News
Golden Eagle Offers Kid’s Recurve

G

olden Eagle is offering a recurve bow for kids five to seven years old. It weighs less than
a pound, has a braided bowstring, and limb tip covers. It also comes with a finger tab,
arm guard, and two arrows. Retails for $39.95.

Golden Eagle, The North American Archery Group, LLC

4600 SW 41st Blvd., Gainesville, FL 32608, phone 352.376.2327, fax 352.376.6115,
website www.BearGoldenEagle.com

New Adhesive Body Warmer Available

The Grabber® Adhesive Body Warmer is an air-activated 5˝ x 33⁄4˝
body warmer that provides 12 hours of warmth, worn directly on
any layer of clothing. $11.99 for a package of 6 body warmers.
Also available are toe, hand, and pocket warmers. Available at
archery pro shops or sporting goods stores.
Grabber Performance Group,
4600 Danvers Drive SE, Grand Rapids, MI 49512
phone 800.423.1233, fax 616.977.7718
website www.grabberperformance.com

New Hi–Tech Glue Offered

Ballistice Archery Inc., makers of Steel Force Broadheads, introduces “Beyond Bond” Hi-Tech Glue. Especially effective on carbon shafts, can be used for inserts, nocks, feathers, and vanes.
Available at archery pro shops or contact them directly.
Ballistic Archery Inc., P.O. Box 9, Rosemont, NJ 08556
phone 609.397.1990, fax 609.397.0374
website www.Steelforce.com

Easton Offers Lower Cost Line of Carbon Arrows

Easton announces a new value arrow line: CarbonAerosTM built on the principle that “money should never keep you
from doing what you love,” high quality arrows with manufacturer’s suggested retail prices of $49.95 for the Carbon
ExcelTM, $54.95 for the Carbon EpicTM, and $71.95 for the Carbon EvolutionTM. Available at archery pro shops.
Easton Technical Products, Inc., 5040 W. Harold Gatty Drive, Salt Lake City, UT 84116-2897
phone 801.539.1400, fax 801.533.9907
website www.eastonarchery.com
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Archery Focus Back Issues
Back Issues of Archery Focus magazine are US$. each, which includes shipping and handling in the U.S. Call for international shipping
prices. Call ... or fax ... or write PMB , -A Freeman Lane, Grass Valley, CA . Supplies are limited.
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